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STREET LIFE STUDIES 2018/19 COURSE OUTLINE

In a moment of time when the balance between the public and the private is shifting in 
favour of the latter, it is important that a close eye is kept on the status of the public spaces 
in our cities. Vital public space tends to emerge as a product of numerous competing 
forces. Planning guidelines, levels of regulation and attitudes can strangle or let flourish the 
behaviours which enliven these areas so key to cities.
This course is an opportunity to better understand the potentials and limitations of these 
diverse conditions. 

‘Street Life Studies’ puts forward the premise that the vitality of public spaces hinges 
on their ability to facilitate a diversity of often unexpected usages, movements and 
interactions, by a broad spectrum of people, over varying time periods. It suggests that 
the street, as the fundamental public space of the city, is where this activity can and should 
occur. 

Within this framework, the course suggests designers may need to take a more 
active role in understanding, first hand, the complexity of an environment, in this case the 
street, before designing for it.

The course will analyse two very different urban environments: Sydney and Phnom Penh. 
Phnom Penh streets are clear examples of diverse urban dwellers playing out much 
of their lives in the public domain which is appropriated to meet varying needs and 
generally ‘unplanned’ in terms of those involved in the design and legislation of the built 
environment. In Sydney, this kind of mixed informal activity is much less apparent. Street 
space tends to be more highly regulated and often vehicularly dominated with sidewalks 
used largely for circulation. Both environments have their opportunities and constraints 
and much can be learnt from their comparison.

Phase one of the course consists of students undertaking extensive on-field analysis of 
urban streets in selected areas of Sydney and Phnom Penh. Through a series of directed 
observational exercises, they will identify, document, deconstruct and compare their 
spaces, systems, users and usages, interpreting key patterns and driving forces. 

Emphasis will be placed on the creation of quick, hand drawn and digitally post-produced 
images to visually communicate urban observations and data, at a technically simple but 
graphically powerful level. 

In phase two, students will work in groups, using their observations to inform the 
development of small scale urban interventions; for Sydney or for Phnom Penh. How 
can observations be used as evidence to inform design decisions? How can precedents 
from each city be intelligently translated to another? Students will be asked to develop 
artefact or system, with the intent of envisioning human-focused design interventions that 
contribute to creating vital public street space.
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COURSE OVERVIEW

Course Aims

This course aims to guide students through a practical research methodology that involves direct engagement with the spatial, systematic and social 
layers of street environments in two contrasting city contexts, as a means of equipping students with the skills to: 

1.  Deconstruct and analyse place to determine opportunities and constraints
2. Use observational evidence to inform design decisions
3.  Create people-focused urban design proposals

Course Learning Outcomes

1 ANALYSE Undertake extensive on-field analysis of two urban streets in cross cultural locations. Identify, document, deconstruct and compare their 
spaces, systems, users and usages and interpret the driving forces behind them and key patterns arising. 

2 PROPOSE Drawing directly from on-field street studies, identify an urban challenge that is small-scale and human-focused as the basis for the 
formulation of a design proposal. 

3 PRODUCE Create quick, hand drawn and digitally post-produced images to visually communicate urban observations, data and design proposals, at 
a technically simple but graphically powerful level.

4 COLLABORATE Work efficiently in small, multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural groups to complete a design task. 

5 INTERPRET Use a number of nominated texts to more rigorously interrogate on-field observations.

Expectation of study commitment

This course is weighted at six units of credit 6UOC.
This equates to approximately 80 hours of face to face teaching and 70 hours of out of class work.

6UOC x 25 hours = 150 hours TOTAL / course duration

16days x 5hrs/day = 80 face to face contact hours (lectures + studios + site visits) over the course
150 – 80 = 70 out of class hours over the course

70hr / 3 weeks = 20-25hrs out of class hours/week

These out of class hours each week involve required observational studies on site and at home digital visualisation plus design development.

UNSW Graduate Attributes

1 Scholars who are
/capable of independent and collaborative observation-led enquiry
/rigorous in analysis of enquiry and able to critically translate into design solutions applicable to the issues of a local context

2 Leaders who are
/enterprising and innovative in understanding and initiating change
/able to engage and enable community members to contribute to change
/able to work in a team and effective communicators

3 Professionals who are
/capable of independent, self-directed learning
/capable of lifelong learning, in an ethical manner

4 Global citizens who are
/culturally adept and capable of respecting diversity in a socially just and responsible way
/able to apply learnings from cross cultural contexts to tackle local design challenges
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COURSE PROTOCOLS

Students and staff are considered ambassadors of the Built Environment Faculty. Your reputation in this industry begins with the way you 
operate in the studio environment. A spirit of respect and generosity is an expectation of behaviour in the design studio environment. This 
includes: on time arrival to scheduled classes, no disruptive talking, eating, reading, surfing, texting during lectures, respectful and generous 
communication, an open and expansive approach to learning. 

Attendance
Attendance at all scheduled classes, including lectures, is an expectation of enrolment. Arriving on time to all classes is a mark of professional respect 
for the academic staff and student group. Attendance will be recorded at each class. Lectures commence with the signed attendance list removed at 
ten minutes past the start time. All students not in attendance by this time are considered absent. Please do not enter the lecture theatre after this time. 
Mobile phones must be turned off. 

Please note:  attendance to 80% of all possible classes (for the entirety of the class) is a requirement of final submission (25%). Students who have not 
met the required standard of attendance will not be permitted to have the final 25% submission assessed.
Total classes per semester = 16
80% of classes = 12.8, therefore only 3 classes can be missed.

Queries
All queries about this course must be attended to in studio or on the Moodle Q&A discussion forum.  
Any academic issues outside of those related to course content, email Eva Lloyd directly, for online discussion or appointment.
When sending emails to faculty staff please use a professional approach, including:  • subject heading: course code  • dear (staff name) + 2 sentences (be 
brief ) + Regards, name (student name)  • emails are not to include any nicknames, overly personal or inappropriate language.  
For all nonacademic matters including counselling, learning and student equity and diversity support, assistance can 
be found at  http://www.unsw.edu.au/life.  

Studio staff/ student conduct  
Please maintain a friendly and professional approach to all students and faculty staff.  • do not contact sessional staff outside of the scheduled class times  
• be punctual  • BE PREPARED for feedback.  • understand the audience HEARS your presentation AND SEES body language. Be considered, concise and 
authentic. Preparation is the key  to success.  • if class members are around you, speak up and have a conversation with everyone/ not just your tutor.  • 
if you are sitting in as a guest for a feedback session stay for the whole time; coming and going is distracting for both the tutor and the student.  • studio 
staff are here to facilitate your own learning. You need to evaluate all feedback and determine your own direction in the project. 

Progress work required for critical feedback
Completing process and development work outside (and within) class is essential to your success in this course. It allows reflection, refinement, 
experimentation, and further research, that can then be brought into class for discussion. Your tutor will not be able to provide you with critical feedback 
if there is no work to critique. Please ensure you keep up to date with weekly requirements so that your tutor can provide the feedback required to stay 
on track with assessment points, key learnings and the overall schedule.

Progress work should be PRINTED and VISUAL
Your tutor will be able to give you the most effective feedback if your work is printed and if it is visual in format. That is, do not present work on your 
laptop and discuss it in a purely verbal sense. Talk through your ideas in reference to printed visual drawings, models, images etc. Your ideas might 
develop from a text or as words but the focus of this course and the industry is on visual expression of design ideas.

Policies: late, absence, special consideration etc
All assessments are due in class at the nominated time and day of presentation. 
Late arrivals will be penalised 10 raw marks, as per the FBE Late Policy. 
Submissions do not automatically equate to a pass mark. 
Failed assessment tasks can be resubmitted once (on Moodle) and will be assessed for a maximum mark of 50/100. 
You will be given two days to resubmit and your mark will be provided within 1day.
Your final assessment (‘Urban Intervention' 25%) CANNOT be resubmitted. 

THIS IS AN INTENSIVE COURSE
Please note, this is a 6UOC course, undertaken in a compressed time period. As such it moves at a fast pace. Daily work is required in order to fully 
engage with the course requirements. 
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TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES

This course enables students to develop observational and analytic skills that will enhance their practice as a designer for urban 
environments. It reflects a view that professional practice within this field will require designers to be proficient at actively and rigorously 
engaging with the spaces, systems and users of an environment in order to identify challenges and sensitively address them. In addition, this 
course recognises the importance of communication as a designer and enables students with skills in this area: both in the ability to work in 
multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural groups and in the production of quick, clear and evocative visual graphics.

1 International Travel 
The course requires students to travel to Phnom Penh, Cambodia and collaborate with students from the Royal University of Fine Arts (RUFA), Faculty of 
Architecture and Urbanism. Students compare street space in Sydney and Phnom Penh as a means of grappling with a wide range of urban settings and 
challenges and of learning from real-world cross-cultural precedents. It is proposed that course concepts are more effectively comprehended through 
the repetition of urban exercises in two contrasting locations.

2 On-field Observational Exercises: 
A large portion of time in this course will be spent in the nominated street sites undertaking observational exercises of the built and human environment, 
at varied time periods. This is used as a means of encouraging students to actively and directly engage with the multiple dynamics of an urban space and 
use this to identify challenges faced and more sensitively propose design ideas. Observations will largely be recorded by hand, with some photographic 
components, both individually and in small groups. Students will be briefed on the safety and ethics involved. 

3 Exercise Briefings 
A step-by-step guide to each street study exercise introducing both technical and critical thinking skills in on-field observation and data collection will 
be provided before students proceed to site, as a means of introducing the exercise, its focus, technical tips and relevance in terms of the course and 
assessment criteria. 

4 Technical Workshops 
Several in-class workshops will be run at the beginning of the course to introduce assessable technical skills in hand and digital visual communication. 

5 Studio Tutorials 
Studio sessions in class will be an opportunity for students to present process work from on-field observations to tutors and colleagues for feedback 
in the form of collaborative discussions. Studio tutorials will engage both UNSW and RUFA students in a  learning exchange. Students are expected to 
engage in both their own session and that of their peers. There will be an introductory and wrap up comment at the beginning and end of each studio 
to direct students as to the tasks to be focused on before the next session.

6 Lectures 
Lectures will offer content that will support and foster students to expand and re frame their understanding of the briefs, their potential and their 
associated issues through an examination of contemporary and historical precedents. Alternate perspectives, strategies and solutions will be offered to 
generate discussion on the proposed theme. Guest lectures from connected practice will offer insight into surrounding issues. Lectures operate as open 
discussion forums where students are encouraged to engage and ask questions. 

7 Reflective Group Discussions 
At several points throughout the course, small group discussions will be held at various locations to discuss and interpret urban findings, and exchange 
ideas between peers and tutors from both UNSW and RUFA. The aim of these discussions is to encourage reflection on learnings and to develop skills in 
cross cultural exchange.

8 Multi-disciplinary and Cross-cultural group work 
Students will work both individually and in small multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural groups. UNSW students will be paired with local RUFA students for 
several small assessable tasks. This is reflective of contemporary industry practice in the field of urban design (and design in general) and a means of 
fostering the type of learning exchange required for sensitive and forward thinking urban design proposals that gather and synthesise skills and ideas 
from a range of backgrounds. 

9 Open Sessions 
As a means of promoting cross-cultural interchange, all sessions in Phnom Penh will be open for local design students to observe and comment. 

10 Text Analysis 
Students are asked to read a series of texts as a means of completing their street space observations and analysis in a more rigorously manner. 

11 Excursions 
There will be several excursions for students to attend whilst in Phnom Penh including guest talks and site visits. These are a means of supporting 
and elaborating upon the teaching material delivered by the course and providing real-world examples of course concepts. There will also be several 
opportunities for non-compulsory social outings with RUFA students. 

12 Exhibition 
The course will end in a small exhibition, with both UNSW and RUFA students contributing to work displayed and the exhibition itself. 

13 Online/Blended Learning 
Course documents plus additional resources and links can be found on Moodle. Twitter is used as a resource base of texts and precedents relevant to the 
course #streetlifestudies. The course details and previous student work can be found at www.streetlifestudies.wordpress.com.
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PUBLIC 
SPACE

“What defines a 
character of a city 
is its public space, 
not its private 
space.” 

Joan Clos i Matheu

STREETS

"Streets and their 
sidewalks-the 
main public places 
of a city-are its 
most vital organs."

Jane Joacbs

STREET LIFE

"While architects 
and urban 
planners have 
been dealing with 
space, the other 
side of the coin 
– life – has often 
been forgotten." 

Jan Gehl

COURSE THEMES

OBSERVE
ON-FIELD

"Direct 
observations help 
to understand why 
some spaces are 
used and others 
are not."

Jan Gehl

analyse and 
record via
HAND 
DRAWING

immersive

simple, low tech

memorable: 
requires mind use

analyse and 
record via
VISUAL
DATA

data provides
'hard' evidence

visual = 
understandable

analyse via
URBANISM 
TEXTS

to offer insights 
into HOW and 
WHAT to observe

INTERPRET
FINDINGS

emergent 
patterns?
why?

understanding 
helps create 
informed design 
decisions

LEARNING PROCESS

URBAN 
INTERVENTION

"Construct situations 
rather than objects, 
design processes that can 
result in chance meetings 
...leaving room for users 
to adapt and appropriate 
space." 

Atelier Bow Wow

LEARNING FRAMEWORK

look record interpret

propose

compare 
TWO CITIES

highlight
opportunity and constraint 

through contrast

draw examples from 
alternate contexts
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THEMES

The Healthy City           
environment

The Slow City                        
encouraging longer stays

The Face of the City           
adaptability of facades

The Porous City                  
private public building 
thresholds

The Porous City                  
private public fence 
thresholds

LEARNING FRAMEWORK

Private/Public
threshold

Facade

LOCATION 
FOCUS

Sidewalk/Road

OUTPUT TYPES

Plan

Section

Elevation

Data diagram
visualise findings

Planned 
elements
original designed/
built components

Modifications
changes to original, fixed 
or temporary elements

Users 
people, animals

Activities
functions, usages,
behaviours + objects

LAYERS

DIANA ESPIRITU Z5017471

DATA COLLECTION_SURFACE USE

55%
AUTOMOBILE

15%
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

5%
MOTORIST

20%
PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

5%
CYCLISTS

5%
GREEN

70%
VEHICULAR MOVEMENT

EX 1 PLANNED

Sketch
detailed objects
3D

Sidewalk/Road

Private/Public
threshold

OBSERVATION 1

OBSERVATION 2

OBSERVATION 3

OBSERVATION 1

OBSERVATION 2

OBSERVATION 3

OBSERVATION 1

OBSERVATION 2

OBSERVATION 3

OBSERVATION 1

OBSERVATION 2

OBSERVATION 3

OBSERVATION 1

OBSERVATION 2

OBSERVATION 3

STREET 
OBSERVATIONS

Sydney

Phnom 
Penh}

FOR EACH 
OBSERVATION

There will be 4 students per theme (students select), 
working individually for street observations and urban intervention assessments 
with group tasks in process-work

}
}

}

}

Notes
critical 
responses

U
RBA

N
 

IN
TERVEN

TIO
N

Sydney

Phnom 
Penh

Sydney

Phnom 
Penh

Sydney

Phnom 
Penh

Sydney

Phnom 
Penh
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2.
SKETCH 
BOOK

ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

MARKING RUBRIC 

FL insufficient, poor or limited response to tasks
P adequate, sufficient response to tasks
C developed, independent, effective response to tasks
DN complex, experimental, critical response to tasks
HD beyond expectation, expansive, synthesised, innovative response to tasks

group work

individual work

Task 
Propose an urban 
intervention 
for Sydney or 
Phnom Penh, in 
direct response 
to a challenge 
identified in Street 
Observations. 

Deliverables 
A5 card: visuals
A5 card: research

Marking criteria
-Context response
-Formal expression
-Communication

Task 
Observe, document 
and analyse the 
urban dynamics 
of street spaces in 
Sydney.

Deliverables
A5 card: visuals
A5 card: data
image, diagram, text

Marking Criteria 
-Data collection
-Critical analysis
-Communication

1. 
IN-CLASS
WORKSHOPS

Course 
Learning 
Outcomes

10% 30% 25%5%

3B.
STREET 
OBSERVATIONS
PHNOM PENH

4. 
URBAN
INTERVENTION

Task 
Compile a visual 
process diary of 
street observations 
and urban 
intervention ideas.

Deliverables 
A4 sketchbook

Marking Criteria
-Exploration
-Critical analysis
-Communication

Task
Complete a series of 
small in-class group 
tasks, critically 
analyzing course 
themes, to support 
Street Observations 
and Urban 
Interventions. 1% 
per task.

Deliverables 
Task1 site pitch 1
Task2 key findings 1
Task3 site pitch 2
Task4 key findings 2
Task5 challenges 1

Marking criteria
- Completed =100
- Not completed =0

PRESENTATION

verbal verbalsilent (pin up only)

SUBMISSION

Task 
Observe, document 
and analyse the 
urban dynamics 
of street spaces in 
Phnom Penh.

Deliverables
A5 card: visuals
A5 card: data
image, diagram, text

Marking Criteria 
-Data collection
-Critical analysis
-Communication

silent (pin up only)

PRESENTATION PRESENTATION

DIGITAL SUBMISSIONS by 5pm day following submission

30%

VARIES

pinterest post 

Due Fri 18 Jan 
AM

Due Fri 11 Jan 
AM

Due Tues 11 Dec 
PM

Due Fri 18 Jan 
AM

Due Dec 4, 7
Jan 7, 8, 15

1 ANALYSE

2 PROPOSE

3 PRODUCE

4 COLLABORATE

5 INTERPRET

3A. 
STREET 
OBSERVATIONS
SYDNEY
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ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTIONS
ASSESSMENT 1

 IN-CLASS WORKSHOPS 

5%

ASSESSMENT 2
SKETCHBOOK

10%

1 TASK

Complete a series of small in-class group tasks, critically analyzing course themes, to support Street Observations and Urban Interventions. 1% per task.

2 RATIONALE

This course values process as well as 'product'. Engagement in critical thinking through collaborative methodologies that connect interdisciplinary and 
cross-cultural learners is essential to the philosophy of this course and reflective of industry practice. 

Link to course learning outcomes:

4 COLLABORATE  Work efficiently in small, multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural groups to complete a design task. 

3 DELIVERABLES

Task 1 and 3 : Sydney and Phnom Penh 1%+1%
Note, sketch and photograph potential site locations for your three observational tasks. Sites should support a rich investigation of your theme. Post 
images of sites on Pinterest and deliver a 1min 'Pecha Kucha' presentation on your initial findings, in your thematic group of four.

Task 2 and 4: Sydney and Phnom Penh 1% + 1%
As a group, reflect on key finidngs from your observations and texts. Post images on Pinterest and deliver a 1min 'Pecha Kucha' presentation, in your 
thematic group of four: most interesting observation, clearest drawing, most interesting point from text, best moment in the street.

Task 5: Phnom Penh 1%
As a group, reflect on your street observations in Sydney and Phnom Penh via sketch and post-it note ideas. What challenges and opportunities did you 
identify? How might you, as a designer, respond to these? Post images of your brainstorm to Pinterest and deliver a short 1min Pecha Kucha presentation 
on your analysis.

4  MARKING CRITERIA

Task engaged in and completed? 100 marks
Task not engaged, incomplete or not attempted? 0 marks

1 TASK

Compile a visual process diary of street observations and urban intervention ideas.

2 RATIONALE

This course values process as well as 'product'. Engagement in critical thinking through process-based methodologies is essential to the philosophy of 
this course and reflective of industry practice. 

Link to course learning outcomes:

1 ANALYSE  Undertake extensive on-field analysis of two urban streets in cross cultural locations. Identify, document, deconstruct and   
  compare their spaces, systems, users and usages and interpret the driving forces behind them and key patterns arising. 

3 PRODUCE  Create quick, hand drawn and digitally post-produced images to visually communicate urban observations, data and design   
  proposals, at a technically simple but graphically powerful level.

3 DELIVERABLES

Course sketchbook (supplied at beginning of course) with notes, sketches, diagrams, images, trace overlay, etc. The sketchbook is to be used for all 
coursework, a visual journal of for street observations and urban intervention ideas.

4  MARKING CRITERIA

1. Exploration Is there evidence of deep and broad exploration, through sketches and notes? That is, exploration beyond single site,   
  rudimentary observation/analysis and first attempt, to a process-based development of research and ideas, from    
  various sources, as a means of richer understanding, analysis and creative proposition.
2. Communication Is communication, via note, drawing, image, diagram, clear and evocative? Emphasis is not on 'polished' final work but on   
  process-based communication modes. 
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ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTIONS
ASSESSMENT 3A+ 3B 

STREET OBSERVATIONS 
SYDNEY PHNOM PENH

 30%+30%
1 TASK

Observe, analyse and interpret the dynamic layers of public street space: physical, behavioural and systematic, using quick hand drawing, data collection, 
digital post production techniques and scholarly text. Apply the same observational methodology to a street space in Sydney and then to a street space 
in Phnom Penh.  This observational research will be used to inform an urban intervention (assessment 4).

Students will be broken up into groups and each group will focus on observations surrounding a particular urban theme (see page over). Within a 
defined area, students will select a site or series of sites, most conducive to deep observations of their theme. Students will follow three observational 
tasks associated with their theme. Each task will generate a set of drawings, an infographic and brief text.

2 RATIONALE

In these contrasting contexts, you will use quick hand drawing, data collection and digital post production techniques to observe and analyse the 
dynamic layers of public street space: physical, behavioural and systematic. 

The course proposes that designers can make more informed, less arbitrary, design decisions from an innate understanding of 'actual' space usage via 
direct observation of an environment and that this environment must be understood as centering upon people and their interaction with space.

Link to course learning outcomes:

1 ANALYSE  Undertake extensive on-field analysis of two urban streets in cross cultural locations. Identify, document, deconstruct and   
  compare their spaces, systems, users and usages and interpret the driving forces behind them and key patterns arising. 

3 PRODUCE  Create quick, hand drawn and digitally post-produced images to visually communicate urban observations, data and design   
  proposals, at a technically simple but graphically powerful level.

5 INTERPRET Use a number of nominated texts to more rigorously interrogate on-field observations.

4  MARKING CRITERIA

1. Data collection  all requirements met? logically organised?
2. Critical analysis   synthesis and comparison of findings to determine useful information? considered interpretation of reasoning behind  
   findings? 
3. Visual communication clear? graphically evocative

3 DELIVERABLES

STREET LIFE STUDIES 2017/ 18 USER MANUAL

Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION O1: 
STREET USE

Focus points 
 · Proportional street-use breakup 
 · Planned vs actual uses
 · Relationship of use to spatial components

Field of view: sidewalk/road
  full street section
  (one side to other side)

Repeat in:
Locations  x3
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
	 	 Modified	 	
  Users/Activity  
   
Process   
1: Observe streets with multiple usages
2: Collect data on planned vs actual usages
3: Draw base plan with physical elements
4: OPTIONAL: draw users/activities 
(cars, people sitting etc - for clarity)
5: Indicate planned vs actual usages in plan
6: Highlight comparisons in data diagram
7:	Present	streets	that	exemplify	findings

THEME 1 THE RESILIENT CITY:

CLIMATE AND TRAFFIC

?Vital streets offer multimodal possibility and are responsive to 
climate. How can we maintain both outdoor space exposed to the 
elements and the flow of movement whilst ensuring a basic quality of 
environment for street users? 

Essential reading

1 'Outdoor Activities and Quality of Outdoor Space' (pp 33-40) in:
Gehl, Jan.   Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space. . Van Nostrand 
Rehinhold Company. New York. 2011 

2 'Functional Ambiance' : www.functionalambiance.nl 
Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences in collaboration with Goudappel 
Coffeng, the Municipality of Rotterdam and the Municipality of Utrecht 

Sidewalk/Road

Plans x6 (planned x3 actual x3)

Scale: 1:200

Show:
 · Full street section (building to building)
 · Primary: building outline, sidewalk, road..
 · Sub: fixed furniture, landscape, poles ...
 · Temp: moveable seats, pot plants...
 · Highlight usage categories in relation to 

spatial elements

Data diagram x1
 · Planned v Actual uses (parking, commerical, 

car mvmt, drainage, pedestrian...)
 · Proportional break up of street usages (%)   

*there may be overlaps*

Photographic panorama x1

Notes
Why are parts of the street used differently to 
what was originally intended? Where/why are 
there overlaps of usage?

DIANA ESPIRITU Z5017471

DATA COLLECTION_SURFACE USE

55%
AUTOMOBILE

15%
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

5%
MOTORIST

20%
PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

5%
CYCLISTS

5%
GREEN

70%
VEHICULAR MOVEMENT

EX 1 PLANNED

PHNOM PENH SITE 10 DIANA ESPIRITU

SURFACE USE - PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL

PLANNED

ACTUAL

16% 10% 53%

18% 15% 46% 21%

21%

COMMERCIAL PEDESTRIAN

VEHICLE RESIDENTIAL

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

SCALE

scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook.	final	
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

Each student will undertake three observational tasks within their them, per city. Each observational task will produce an A5 'visual card' and an A5 'data 
card'. x3 tasks per city, x2 cards per task, x2 cities = x12 A5 cards total.

A5 visual card
Hand drawings
(Edited)

A5 data card
Infographic
Critical analysis 
(text)

x3 observation tasks Sydney
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION O1: 
STREET USE

Focus points 
 · Proportional street-use breakup 
 · Planned vs actual uses
 · Relationship of use to spatial components

Field of view: sidewalk/road
  full street section
  (one side to other side)

Repeat in:
Locations  x3
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
	 	 Modified	 	
  Users/Activity  
   
Process   
1: Observe streets with multiple usages
2: Collect data on planned vs actual usages
3: Draw base plan with physical elements
4: OPTIONAL: draw users/activities 
(cars, people sitting etc - for clarity)
5: Indicate planned vs actual usages in plan
6: Highlight comparisons in data diagram
7:	Present	streets	that	exemplify	findings

THEME 1 THE RESILIENT CITY:

CLIMATE AND TRAFFIC

?Vital streets offer multimodal possibility and are responsive to 
climate. How can we maintain both outdoor space exposed to the 
elements and the flow of movement whilst ensuring a basic quality of 
environment for street users? 

Essential reading

1 'Outdoor Activities and Quality of Outdoor Space' (pp 33-40) in:
Gehl, Jan.   Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space. . Van Nostrand 
Rehinhold Company. New York. 2011 

2 'Functional Ambiance' : www.functionalambiance.nl 
Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences in collaboration with Goudappel 
Coffeng, the Municipality of Rotterdam and the Municipality of Utrecht 

Sidewalk/Road

Plans x6 (planned x3 actual x3)

Scale: 1:200

Show:
 · Full street section (building to building)
 · Primary: building outline, sidewalk, road..
 · Sub: fixed furniture, landscape, poles ...
 · Temp: moveable seats, pot plants...
 · Highlight usage categories in relation to 

spatial elements

Data diagram x1
 · Planned v Actual uses (parking, commerical, 

car mvmt, drainage, pedestrian...)
 · Proportional break up of street usages (%)   

*there may be overlaps*

Photographic panorama x1

Notes
Why are parts of the street used differently to 
what was originally intended? Where/why are 
there overlaps of usage?

DIANA ESPIRITU Z5017471

DATA COLLECTION_SURFACE USE

55%
AUTOMOBILE

15%
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

5%
MOTORIST

20%
PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

5%
CYCLISTS

5%
GREEN

70%
VEHICULAR MOVEMENT

EX 1 PLANNED

PHNOM PENH SITE 10 DIANA ESPIRITU

SURFACE USE - PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL

PLANNED

ACTUAL

16% 10% 53%

18% 15% 46% 21%

21%

COMMERCIAL PEDESTRIAN

VEHICLE RESIDENTIAL

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

SCALE

scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook.	final	
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

x3 observation tasks Phnom Penh
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Theme 1

The Healthy City      
environment

Theme 2

The Slow City                        
encouraging longer stays

Theme 3

The Face of the City           
adaptability of facades

Theme 4

The Porous City                  
private public building 
thresholds

Theme 5

The Porous City                  
private public fence 
thresholds

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTIONS

5  THEMES

Students will study one theme in groups of four. 

STEP 1

SITE INVESTIGATION

Explore the site. Note, 
sketch and photograph 
potential sites for your 
observational tasks. 

Use your sketchbook 
for recording 
information.

Tutor and peer 
feedback

Group Pecha Kucha 
presentation
Sydney Phnom Penh
1% + 1%

STEP 2

OBSERVATION TASKS

Visit site at various 
points during the day, 
night and week to 
complete your three 
observation tasks. 

Begin by collecting 
data, then drawing.

Use your sketchbook 
for recording 
information.

Tutor and peer 
feedback

STEP 3

INTERPRET FINDINGS

Review your 
observations. What 
patterns are emerging?
Why do you think this 
might be?

Brainstorm how you 
might communicate 
this in your drawings 
and as an infographic.

Use your sketchbook 
for brainstorming.

Tutor and peer 
feedback

Group presentation of 
key findings 
Sydney Phnom Penh
1% + 1%

STEP 4

COMMUNICATE 
FINDINGS

Scan and post-produce 
your drawings. Add 
colour, shading, pattern 
to communicate key 
findings.

Create your 
infographic in InDesign 
or Illustrator.

Tutor and peer 
feedback

STEP 5

TEST PRINT

What happens when 
your large drawing is 
scaled down to A5. 

Check before final 
presentation!

Tutor and peer 
feedback

STEP 6

PRESENT

Print your x6 A5 cards 
and save as a digital 
file.

You will present to the 
digital slide.

Tutor and peer 
feedback

6 PROCESS
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ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTIONS
ASSESSMENT 4

 URBAN INTERVENTION 

25%
1 TASK

Define and propose one urban intervention for the street space of either Sydney or Phnom Penh (your choice). Your intervention will be a direct 
response to your observational findings within your theme. The over-arching goal is to create an interventions that act as a social catalyst in improving or 
supporting street LIFE (ie people-focused). The intervention should be socially considered AND formally sophisticated.

“Construct situations rather than objects, design processes that can result in chance meetings, leaving room for users to adapt and appropriate 
space.” Atelier Bow Wow

See page over for base brief relating to your theme. Your task is to futher define this brief in relation to your specific findings. 
Then, to propose a design idea.

2 RATIONALE

The design proposal phase is a means of using your street observation research to help you make design decisions. The observations will act as 
'evidence' to help guide your design thinking. You will identify an urban challenge from your research and then create an urban intervention in response. 
This might be an object or a system. 

The course proposes that designers can make more informed, less arbitrary, design decisions from an innate understanding of 'actual' space usage via 
direct observation of an environment. And, that those decisions can and should be socially as well as aesthetically considered, with people as the central 
focus.

Link to course learning outcomes:

2 PROPOSE  Drawing directly from on-field street studies, identify an urban 'issue' that is small-scale and human-focused as the basis for   
  the formulation of a design proposal. 
3 PRODUCE  Create quick, hand drawn and digitally post-produced images to visually communicate urban observations, data and design   
  proposals, at a technically simple but graphically powerful level.
4 COLLABORATE  Work efficiently in small, multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural groups to complete a design task. 

X1 IMAGE RESEARCH

x1 A5 print
x1 digital slide

image of intervention

photo montage
use site photo as 
background

show in use (people)

x1 A5  print
x1 digital slide

outline:
goal
timeframe
user
location
evidence

4  MARKING CRITERIA

1. Response to context is the design research, intent and idea clearly related to observational findings and rigorously investigated?
2. Formal expression   is the design idea sophisticated in terms of volume, materiality, composition?
3. Visual communication is the design research and idea clearly and evocatively communicated?

3 DELIVERABLES

X10 IMAGES

(1/group member)

x1 digital slide 
per group 
theme

compilation of all 
interventions from 
theme

+
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ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTIONS

Weekend 

REVIEW

Read assessment 
outline, lecture and 
review precedents 
related to your theme.

Consider how your 
observations might 
lead to a design idea.

Monday

INTRODUCTION AND 
RESEARCH

Feedback on PP 
observations. 
Summary of tasks for 
the week.

Group brainstorm 
session
 
.issues
.considerations
.ideas

Group presentation 
on key challenges 
identified 1%

Tuesday

DEFINE BRIEF + 
INITIAL IDEAS

Solo

Narrow your brief

.goal?

.for where?

.for who?

.for when?

.evidence?

3 sketch options

Tutor and peer 
feedback

Wednesday 

DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT

Solo

Developed proposal
Linked to brief and 
observational research

.design idea

Tutor and peer 
feedback

Thursday

DESIGN REFINEMENT 

Solo

Refined proposal
Linked to brief and 
observational research

Tutor and peer 
feedback

Friday

SUBMISSION

Solo

Digital + Print

.1min presentation

.verbal staff feedback 
given per theme

7 PROCESS

8 REFERENCES

See Moodle: Urban Intervention resources for links and PDFs

Christopher Alexander. A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction .Oxford University Press. 1977 (on Moodle)

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/evaespostolloyd/urban-interventions/

6 THEME BRIEFS

Your urban intervention should further define, and respond to, the question below. You will define this brief in response to your specific observational 
findings.

Your urban intervention might be a new object or an alteration/addition/subtraction to an existing object. It can also be a system (ie non physical).
Your urban intervention might propose a new activity/situation or try to support or improve an existing one.

Theme 1 : the healthy city
 
 Vital streets are responsive to the environment and supportive of healthy living.
 Design an urban object or system that can provide protection from, or maximise the potentia, immediate environmental conditions, to ensure  
 liveable outdoor street spaces for users.

Theme 2: the slow city

 Vital streets allow for people to linger.
 Design an urban object or system that encourages longer stays in the street.

Theme 3: the face of the city
 
 Vital streets encourage a level of ‘adaptability’ by their users.
 Design a building component or system that allows for changeability by the user.

Theme 4: the porous city (buildings)

 Vital streets support interactions across the thresholds of private, interior space and public, exterior space. 
 Re-imagine this boundary, as object or system, to create a stronger relationship (be it direct or indirect) between internal and external users/activities.

Theme 5: the porous city (fences)

 Vital streets support interactions across the thresholds of private and public space, evident in 'fenced' thresholds.
 Design an object or system that can support activities beyond the blocking of access. What additional activities might be hosted?
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COURSE SCHEDULE

*Phnom Penh schedule 
indicative only and subject to 
minor changes. Daily schedule 
updates will be provided in 
Phnom Penh
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SITES

PHNOM PENH (Khan Daun Penh)

N
O

RO
D

O
M

 BLVD

STREET 178

STREET 108

RIVERSIDE

HOTEL

You are free to take your observations from anywhere within these site boundaries. The idea 
is that you :

spend time exploring the site to
find the most explicit (clear) expressions of your observational tasks

RUFA

In these sites you may look at:

.streets (main and side)

.small alleys

.street junctions

.street corners

.areas surrounding buildings

.commercial/residential buildings 
(consider which is best for the observation)

SYDNEY (Lakemba)
focus on Haldon Street +side streets extending 1block

H
ALD

O
N STREET

ROYAL 
PALACE

NIGHT 
MARKET

KANDAL
MARKET

do not consider the 

riverside prom
enade

RAILWAY PARADE

CANTERBURY ROAD

Q
UIGG STREET

For this course, we are not looking at:

.parks

.large squares

.courtyards

.private areas

.internal arcades

 

CRO
YD

O
N STREET

THE BOULEVARD

LAKEMBA STREET
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION O1: 
STREET USE

Focus points 
· Environmental factors influencing street 
use
· Street activities

Field of view: sidewalk/road
full street section
(one side to other side)

Repeat in:
Locations x3
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned 
Modified 
Users/Activity  

Process 
1: Observe one street, at three points
2: Collect data on environmental factors 
(noise, air pollution, sun/shade, smell, water)
3: Draw base plan with physical elements
4: Draw users/activities 
(cars, people sitting etc - for clarity)
5: Highlight comparisons in infographic
6: Present streets that exemplify findings

THEME 1 THE HEALTHY CITY

ENVIRONMENT

?Vital streets are responsive to the environment and conducive to healthy 
living. How can we maintain outdoor space exposed to the elements whilst 
ensuring a healthy environment for street users? 

Essential reading

1 'Outdoor Activities and Quality of Outdoor Space' (pp 33-40) in:
Gehl, Jan.   Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space. . Van Nostrand 
Rehinhold Company. New York. 2011 

2 '1.4 Streets for Environmental Sustainability' (pp9) in:  Global Designing Cities 
Initiative. Global Street Design Guide. Island Press, New York, 2016.

Sidewalk/Road

Plans x3

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 ·Full street section (building to building)
 ·Primary: building outline, sidewalk, road..
 ·Sub: fixed furniture, landscape, poles ...
 ·Temp: moveable seats, pot plants...
 ·Activities and users
 ·Environmental factors as diagram overlay

Infographic x1
 ·Types and quantities of environmental factors
 ·Relationship to built forms of street section
 ·Connection to street activity levels

Photographic panorama x1

Notes
What are the key environmental factors 
impacting upon street use? How do they 
impact?

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

SCALE
scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook. final 
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION 02: 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE

Focus points 
 · Spatial components responding to 

environment (sun, shade, air, noise, smell)
 · Mitigation vs support components
 · Planned vs user driven components

Field of view: sidewalk/road
  facade (link to sidewalk)
Repeat in:
Locations  x6
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
Process   
1: Observe sidewalks/roads with elements 
responding to environment (sun, shade, air, 
noise, smell) 
2: Collect data on types, locations, drivers, 
planned vs user-generated
3: Draw sidewalk/road section + highlight 
component responding to environment
4: Highlight comparisons in  infographic
5: Present sidewalks/roads that exemplify 
findings

Sections x6

Scale: 1:50

Show:
 · Base: facade edge + sidewalk +road
 · Environment responsive spatial components 

(planned or user-generated) (fixed or temp) 
(mitigation/protection or support)

Infographic  x1
 · Environment components: physical features 

(form, materials, details..)
 · Location of component (facade, sidewalk..)
 · Function (sun protection, water collection + 

branding, public safety...)
 · Planned vs User-generated types

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What are the major types and drivers of 
environmentally responsive components?

Infographic  x1
 · Quantity of sun/shade on area/object
 · Location of sun/shade on an area/object
 · Level of activity in relation to sun/shade
 · Location of activity in relation to sun/shade

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
How do sun and shade impact upon the usage 
of a street space or object?

x6 Plans

Scale: 1:50

Show:
 · Small street area or object 
 · Patterns of sun/shade over a period of a day
 · Users of area/object (ie sit in sun/shade) in 

relation to shade/sun

PHNOM PENH SITE 10 DIANA ESPIRITU

1:00  MODIFICATIONS_ELEVATION

1:00  MODIFICATIONS_SECTIONS

HAIR DRESSERS RESTAURANT TAILORING RESTAURANT RESTAURANT RESTAURANT

MODIFICATIONS_DRAWINGS

PHNOM PENH SITE 10 DIANA ESPIRITU

INTERIOR FUNCTION

SUN CONTROL

PERSONAL IDENTITY

REASON FOR MODIFICATION

GROUND FACADE MODIFICATIONS

LEGEND
MORNING
AFTERNOON 
NIGHT

OBSERVATION 03:
SUN AND SHADE

Focus points 
 · Sun and shade on streets spaces/objects 

(fixed or moveable)
 · Affect of sun and shade on street activity

Field of view: sidewalk 

Repeat in:
Locations  x1
Time frames x6

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
Process   
1: Observe small street areas or obejcts 
that have changing sun/shade patterns as 
well as activity
2: Collect data on amount of sun/shade 
and level of activity
3: At x6 times over half a day:
4: Draw street space or object in plan 
(position may change)
5: Draw shade patterns
6: Draw users
6: Highlight comparisons in infographic
7: Present spaces/objects that exemplify 
findings
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION O1: 
‘STOPPING’ ACTIVITY

Focus points 
 · Places and reasons people stop
 · Activities/objects associated with stopping
 · Changes over the day

Field of view: sidewalk/road
  2-3 ‘units’ wide 
Repeat in:
Locations  x1
Time frames x3 (am noon pm)
  20-30min/period

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
  
Process   
1: Observe sidewalks where people stop 
(stop = longer than 3min)
2: Collect data on stop locations/quantities/
activities
3: Draw base elements of street 
4: Draw stopping locations + objects linked
5: Highlight comparisons in  infographic
6: Present times that exemplify findings

THEME 2 THE SLOW CITY:

ENCOURAGING LONGER STAYS

?Vital streets allow for people to linger, to pause, to stop. Longer 
stays are one contributor to the creation of the street as a 'hive' of 
activity. How can streets encourage ‘slow’ activities that broaden their 
purpose beyond circulation?

Plans x3

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Base features : building, sidewalk (edges, 

openings, trees, poles)
 · Position/s of people stopping
 · Objects associated with stopping
 · Time of recording

Infographic  x1
 · Stopping locations + quantities of people
 · Stopping activities + objects associated (sit on 

bench, lean on wall, look at phone, watch)
 · Necessary vs optional activities
 · Time

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What particular conditions influence where 
people stop (noise? climate? object?..)

Essential reading 

1 'Three Types of Outdoor Activities' (pp 11-32) in:
Gehl, Jan.   Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space. . Van Nostrand 
Rehinhold Company. New York. 2011 

2 'The Uses of Sidewalks: Contact' (pp 55-73) in:
Jacobs, Jane.    The Death and Life of Great American Cities . New York:   
Random House  . February 1961

*do not show internal areas of building or movement paths

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE
scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook. final 
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity

Sidewalk/Road

Data
diagrams

Critical
response

sidewalk/road
facade
in/out threshold

planned
modified
activities 
users

LayersFocus areaCityAuthor

SYDNEYMICHELLE LY

NECESSITY
OPTIONAL

OBSERVATION 1
STOPPING ACTIVITY

PLAN | 5:30PM | ANZAC PARADE / BARKER STREET | 

4  

PLAN | 1:30PM | ANZAC PARADE / BARKER STREET | 

The main reasons why people stop on 
this corner is due to necessary activities, 
rather than optional activities. Necessary 
activities include travelling and waiting for 
the bus, where no matter what external 
environmental factor there is, these 
activities will still take place. On the other 
hand, there are a larger variety in optional 
activities but lower amount of users doing 
it. Majority of the time people do optional 
activities while doing necessary activities, 
for example looking at technology white 
waiting for the bus, or smoking while 
waiting for the traffic light. 
Comfort and climate control areas 
influences where people stop for optional 
activities. These include columns to lean 
on, seats and weather protection.

ANZAC PARADE 

ANZAC PARADE 

ANZAC PARADE 

BARKER STREET
BARKER STREET

BARKER STREET

PLAN | 8:30AM | ANZAC PARADE / BARKER STREET | 

LOCATION HOTSPOTS

AC
TI

VI
TY

LayersFocus areaAuthor

sidewalk/road
facade
in/out threshold

planned
modified
activities 
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Data
diagrams

Critical
response

City

SYDNEYMICHELLE LY

The main reasons why people stop on 
this corner is due to necessary activities, 
rather than optional activities. Necessary 
activities include travelling and waiting for 
the bus, where no matter what external 
environmental factor there is, these 
activities will still take place. On the other 
hand, there are a larger variety in optional 
activities but lower amount of users doing 
it. Majority of the time people do optional 
activities while doing necessary activities, 
for example looking at technology white 
waiting for the bus, or smoking while 
waiting for the traffic light. 
Comfort and climate control areas 
influences where people stop for optional 
activities. These include columns to lean 
on, seats and weather protection.

LOCATION HOTSPOTS

AC
TI
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TY
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OBSERVATION 02: 
MOVEMENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Focus points 
 · Demographics and ratios of people 

stopping vs not stopping
 · Changes over the day

Field of view: sidewalk/road

Repeat in:
Locations  x1
Time frames x3 (am noon pm)
  20-30min/period

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
   
Process   
1: Observe sidewalks where people stop as 
well as pass through
2: Collect data on quantities + demographics 
of stopping v not stopping
3: Draw base elements of street 
4: Draw stopping locations and differentiate 
demographics
5: Highlight comparisons infographic
6: Present times that exemplify findings

OBSERVATION 3
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A...

Focus points 
 · Uses of an object over a day                          

(or defined portion of space) 
 · Intended vs unintended uses
 · Number of usages

Field of view: object OR
  small portion of space

Repeat in:
Locations  x1
Time frames x9 (day-night)

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
   

Process   
1: Observe an object/small space over a day
(min x9 times)
2: Collect data on use/s at each time period
3: Sketch object + uses at each time period
(people + associated elements)
4: Sketch immediate surrounds for clarity 
(optional to show peripheral information)
5: Highlight comparisons in  infographic
6: Present objects that exemplify findings

Infographic  x1
 · Physical features of object (form, materiality...)
 · Activities hosted (# + type: chat, coffee...)
 · Direct vs Indirect usage
 · Time

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What are the intended and unintended uses of 
the object? How do the physical features of the 
object support these?

x3 Plans

Scale: 1:100/1:50

Show:
 · Stopping locations
 · Demographic (TBC)
 · Cluster size (ie single person, group of 2 etc)

Infographic x1
 · Ratio of people stopping v not stopping
 · Demographics of people stopping/not (child, 

teen, adult, elderly...)
 · Group size of people stopping/not (single, 

small group, large group...)
 · Time

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
How does the street space affect who stops and 
who moves through?

Object sketches x9

Scale: NTS (3D/elevation)

Show:
 · Object or small space
 · Temporary uses of object (position of person, 

associated elements)
 · Time of recording

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

S T R E E T  1 9  /  S T R E E T  1 3 0  -  P H N O M  P E N H  -  A C T I V I T I E S  A N D  U S E R S  -  D I A G R A M S

YOUNG ADULTS 
SOCIALISING 

PEELING ORANGES: 30

YOUNG ADULTS SOCIALISING 
OUTSIDE PAWN SHOP ON

TUK TUKS / BIKES: 11

YOUNG ADULTS SOCIALISING 
OUTSIDE SHOPS ON 
TUK TUKS / BIKES: 15

TUESDAY 12PM - 12.10PM   SUNNY  
          PUBLIC HOLIDAY

TUESDAY 6PM - 6.10PM        PUBLIC HOLIDAY  
 

WEDNESDAY 9.15AM - 9.25AM             SUNNY

MOTOS: 343

PEDESTRIANS: 31

CARS: 32

MOTOS: 622

PEDESTRIANS: 89

CARS: 23

MOTOS: 348

PEDESTRIANS: 67

CARS: 65

FAMILIES WALKING PAST YOUNG ADULTS SOCIALISING CHILDREN PLAYING ELDERLY WALKING PAST

ACTIVITIES AND DEMOGRAPHICS 

TUESDAY 
12PM - 12.10PM:
TUESDAY 
6PM - 6.10PM:

WEDNESDAY
9.15AM - 9.25AM:

4

1

21

20

TUESDAY 
12PM - 12.10PM:

TUESDAY 
6PM - 6.10PM:

WEDNESDAY
9.15AM - 9.25AM:

0

2

TUESDAY 
12PM - 12.10PM:

TUESDAY 
6PM - 6.10PM:

WEDNESDAY
9.15AM - 9.25AM:

1

1

TUESDAY 
12PM - 12.10PM:

TUESDAY 
6PM - 6.10PM:

WEDNESDAY
9.15AM - 9.25AM:

1 9 2 0

A C T I V I T I E S  A N D  U S E R S

LEGEND:

ICE SHOP VENDORS

RESTAURANT STAFF

ICE SHOP CUSTOMERS

RESTAURANT CUSTOMERS

TYRE SHOP CUSTOMERS

PASSERSBY

TYRE SHOP ASSISTANT

7.15AM - 7.30AM 15.00PM - 15.15PM 18.00PM - 18.15PM

LEGEND:
   

RESTAURANT CUSTOMER

PASSERSBY

FOOTPATH USERS

S T R E E T  1 9

S T R E E T  1 1 4
7.00AM - 7.15AM 21.00PM - 21.15PM

= 1 PERSON

A C T I V I T I E S  A N D  U S E R S

LEGEND:

ICE SHOP VENDORS

RESTAURANT STAFF

ICE SHOP CUSTOMERS

RESTAURANT CUSTOMERS

TYRE SHOP CUSTOMERS

PASSERSBY

TYRE SHOP ASSISTANT

7.15AM - 7.30AM 15.00PM - 15.15PM 18.00PM - 18.15PM

LEGEND:
   

RESTAURANT CUSTOMER

PASSERSBY

FOOTPATH USERS

S T R E E T  1 9

S T R E E T  1 1 4
7.00AM - 7.15AM 21.00PM - 21.15PM

= 1 PERSON
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P R E A H  A N G  H A S S A K A N  S T .  1 4 4

( C L O S E D )

Corner Plan | 8:00am | Street 13 & Street 144  | 

Plans showing the Demographics of the corner Street 13/Street 144 

Corner Plan | 1:00pm | Street 13 & Street 144 | 

observation 2
movement demographics

Youth >18
Adult 18-40
Elder 40+

Corner Plan | 7:00pm | Street 13 & Street 144 | 
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OBSERVATION O1: 
USER APPROPRIATIONS

Focus points 
 · Modifications to original facade by 

users

Field of view: facade
  full building height
  2-3 buildings wide

Repeat in:
Locations  x3 (2-3 ‘units’ each)
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
   
Process   
1: Observe facades with modifications 
made by users 
2: Collect data on types/quantities of 
modifications  
3: Draw original facade as base
4: Draw modified parts of facade 
(fixed or moveable elements)
5: Highlight comparisons in  infographic
6: Present facades that exemplify findings

THEME 3 THE FACE OF THE CITY:

ADAPTABILITY OF FACADES

?Vital streets encourage a level of ‘adaptability’ by their users. Users 
have an innate knowledge of their surrounds and are often the most 
effective 'designers' of the spaces they inhabit. Facades are an overt 
expression of this; their planned and unplanned manifestations often a 
strong contributor to the visual identity of a place.  How can the 'base' 
components of a facade allow for adaptability by users?

Essential reading 

1 Till, Jeremy. 'Architecture and Contingency.'  120. ISSN: 1755-068. 
www.field-journal.org. vol.1 (1)

2 Inara Nevskaya. 'Soft Dimensions' Volume Magazine n.33

3 'Edges and Paths' (pp 49-66) in:
Lynch, Kevin. The Image of the City. Cambridge MA:   MIT Press  . 1960

Facade

Elevations x3  

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Base building: form, openings, details
 · Modifications made (fixed + moveable)

Infographic  x1
 · Physical features of modified elements
 · Fixed or moveable / temporary or permanent
 · Drivers (climate protection, security, decor..)
 · Location + frequency (GF, 1F, window, door..)

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What are the main types of modifications that 
are being made? What are the main drivers 
behind these?

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

A N Z A C  P A R A D E  /  D A R L I N G  S T R E E T  -  S Y D N E Y  -  M O D I F I C A T I O N S - D I A G R A M S

TV AERIALS

CHANGE OF FACADE COLOUR

GLAZING

AWNINGS / SUN SHADING

SIGNAGE

SECURITY BARS

AWNING FOR 
SHADE FROM 
AFTERNOON 
SUN  

SUSPENDED 
SIGNAGE TO 
ATTRACT 
ATTENTION 

STRIPED COLOUR 
CHANGE ON FACADE TO  
CREATE IDENTITY AND 
STOP CUSTOMERS

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

A N Z A C  P A R A D E  /  D A R L I N G  S T R E E T  -  S Y D N E Y  -  M O D I F I C A T I O N S - D I A G R A M S

TV AERIALS

CHANGE OF FACADE COLOUR

GLAZING

AWNINGS / SUN SHADING

SIGNAGE

SECURITY BARS

AWNING FOR 
SHADE FROM 
AFTERNOON 
SUN  

SUSPENDED 
SIGNAGE TO 
ATTRACT 
ATTENTION 

STRIPED COLOUR 
CHANGE ON FACADE TO  
CREATE IDENTITY AND 
STOP CUSTOMERS

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE
scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook. final 
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity
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OBSERVATION 02: 
SIDEWALK FACADE RELATIONS

Focus points 
 · What relationships exist between sidewalk 

activities and facade components?
 · Positive/negative impacts of facade 

elements on street environment

Field of view: facade + sidewalk
  full building height
  2-3 buildings wide

Repeat in:
Locations  x3 (2-3 ‘units’/each)
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
Process   
1: Observe facades behind ‘active’ sidewalks
2: Collect data on types of sidewalk activity 
(or lack of) + relation to facade elements 
3: Draw sidewalk activity: people/objects
4: Draw facade: all elements
5: Overlay and consider linkages
6: Highlight comparisons in infographic
7: Present studies that exemplify findings

Elevations x3

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Sidewalk activities (objects, people)
 · Facade: form, openings, details
 · Highlight parts of facade relating to sidewalk 

activity

Infographic  x1
 · Sidewalk activities (wait for bus, cafe, ...)
 · Facade components linked to activities
 · Type of linkage (awning protects seats, 

window bench to connect exterior and 
interior, louvres push exhaust air onto street..)

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
How do facade elements impact upon 
sidewalk activity?

Detail sketches x6

Scale: NTS (3D/elevation)

Show:
 · Building component details
 · Modifications made (fixed + moveable)
 · Optional: patterns of use (show building 

component with people, to communicate 
use)

Infographic  x1
 · Component features (details, materials..)
 · Modification features (details, fixed, moveable..)
 · Intended vs unintended uses 
 · Drivers (railing for safety, rest coffee..)

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What are types of variations are being made and 
why? How do their physical features allow for 
unintended functions?

Modifications: IMAGES

Madeleine Brown

LEGEND
 Personalisation

 Signage/advertising

 Data  modifications  

 

 

 4

OBSERVATION 03: 
FACADE COMPONENTS

Focus points 
 · Iterations of planned building components 
 · Modifications made 
 · Usages: intended vs unintended
 · Drivers behind patterns of use

Field of view:   one facade component  
  (window, door, awning,     
  railing,gutter, down 
pipe)
Repeat in: 
Locations   x6 
Time frames  x1 

Show Layers:  Planned    
  Modified    
  Users/Activity    

Process   
1: Focus on one building component 
2: Observe same component, many locations 
3: Collect data on physical details, uses 
4: Draw original component 
5: Draw modifications made 
6: Optional: add people to show usage/s 
*this may be in several drawings
7: Highlight comparisons in infographic
8: Present components that exemplify 
findings

Modifications: IMAGES

Madeleine Brown

LEGEND
 Personalisation

 Signage/advertising
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Elevations x3

Scale: 1:100

Show: 
· ground floor only
· threshold opening: shape, size, materiality
· building outline and key components

Infographic  x1
· Proportion of porosity v solidity (%/GF ‘unit’)
· Levels of porosity (acoustic, visual, accessible..)
· Planned vs modified porosity levels
· Driver of porosity (aesthetics, sales, light..)
· Internal building function

Snapshot Photograph x1

Notes
What are the main types (levels) and drivers of 
porosity in GF facades? 

OBSERVATION O1: 
THRESHOLD POROSITY

Focus points
· Proportion of porosity in GF façade units
· 'Level' of porosity/unit
· Drivers of porosity/unit (reason behind)
· Planned vs modified porosity/unit 
· Internal building function (GF)

Field of view: int/ext thresholds
windows OR doors
ground floor only
commercial OR
residential

Repeat in:
Locations x3 (2-3 ‘units’/each)
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned 
Modified 
Users/Activity  

Process 
1: observe many GF thresholds
2: focus on commercial or residential
2: collect data on porosity levels per opening 
3: draw threshold plus surrounding building
4: note function of GF space
5: highlight comparisons in infographic
6: present thresholds that exemplify findings

THEME 4 THE POROUS CITY:

PRIVATE PUBLIC BUILDING THRESHOLDS

?Vital streets support interactions across the thresholds of private, 
interior space and public, exterior space. How can this boundary be re 
imagined to encourage a stronger relationship (be it direct or indirect) 
between internal and external users and activities. 

Essential reading 

1 Gehl, Jan; Johansen Kaefer, Lotte; Reigstad, Solveig, ‘Close encounters with 
buildings’. Urban Design International (2006) 11. Palgrave Macmillan Ltd. 
2006

2 Paramita Atmodiwirjo, Yandi Andri Yatmo and Verarisa Anastasia Ujung. 
'Outside Interior: Traversed boundaries in a Jakarta urban neighbourhood' 
(pp 78-89) In: Atiwill, Susie. Urban+Interior. IDEA Journal ISSN 1445/5412. 
2015

Private public 
threshold

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE
scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook. final 
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity
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Sections  x6

Scale: 1:50

Show: 
 · GF door OR window thresholds
 · extend internally + externally 1-4m
 · threshold: form, levels, materiality
 · human form for scale TBC

Plans x3 Sections x3

Scale: 1:50

Show:
 · door/window thresholds
 · ONE typology (retail/hosp/resi, corners etc)
 · threshold: form, levels, materiality
 · activities around threshold: objects, people
 · extend in + out 1-4m

 

Infograph  x1
 · Threshold types (physical features -size, 

transparency, depth of vision, relation to eye 
height)
 · Fixed and temporary objects
 · Internal building function/sidewalk funtion

Snapshot Photograph x1

Notes
Describe typical threshold typologies and spatial 
details in relation to building/street functions

Infographic  x1
 · threshold typologies (physical features)
 · type of activity hosted (look, sit, park, talk..)
 · location of activity (inside, outside, on..)
 · quantity of activity (no of pp looking, entering..)
 · objects associated w/ activity (temp/perm)

 
Snapshot Photograph x1
Notes
What planned and incidental activities occur 
around the threshold? What key spatial elements 
allow for this?

OBSERVATION 02: 
THRESHOLD TYPOLOGIES

Focus points
 · Spatial typologies of GF thresholds 
 · Fixed and temporary objects on thresholds
 · Internal building function/sidewalk function

Field of view: int/ext thresholds
  extend to road
  doors OR windows
  ground floor only
  commercial OR 
  residential
Repeat in:
Locations  x6
Time frames x1 

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
Process  
1: observe many GF threshold typologies
2: collect data on threshold types, building 
function (GF)
3: draw threshold in detail, extend in/out
4: highlight comparisons in  infographic
5: present thresholds that exemplify findings

OBSERVATION 3:
THRESHOLD ACTIVITY 

Focus points
 · Threshold activities: planned vs incidental
 · Threshold type vs internal building function

Field of view: int/ext thresholds
  doors and windows
  retail OR hospitality OR 
  residential 
  ground floor only
  
Repeat in:
Locations  x3
Time frames x1 (20-30min)
Show layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
   

Process:   
1: observe many GF thresholds of x1 typology, 
focus on those with activity
2: collect data: activities on/around threshold
3: draw threshold, extend in/out
4: draw activity (objects + people)
5: highlight comparisons in  infographic
6: present thresholds that exemplify findings

e x c e r c i s e  0 1  _  c r i t i c a l  r e s p o n s e s

01/ Do you see a relation between internal function & 
external facade?

There is a strong relation between the internal function and external 
facade. The nature of the ground floor spaces is commercial, that 
affects the facade through the strong and wide openings. The 
spaces are extremely accessible from the public. 

02/ What are key components which come to mind 
when considering the site? 

All the spaces are identified through their public accessibility 
and the openness that is reflected onto the thresholds. Most 
of the spaces bleed out onto the sidewalk, therefore creating a 
strong interactive experience with passers by. 

03/ What type of Ground Floor facade do you 
find? What type of interactions do they allow?

The commercial sites, as mentioned are extremely open, and 
therefore quite public in nature. This therefore allows for an 
interesting and dynamic interaction on the thresholds.

A y a  Ta k l a  z 5 0 2 3 1 9 5

e x c e r c i s e  0 1  _  c r i t i c a l  r e s p o n s e s

01/ Do you see a relation between internal function & 
external facade?

There is a strong relation between the internal function and external 
facade. The nature of the ground floor spaces is commercial, that 
affects the facade through the strong and wide openings. The 
spaces are extremely accessible from the public. 

02/ What are key components which come to mind 
when considering the site? 

All the spaces are identified through their public accessibility 
and the openness that is reflected onto the thresholds. Most 
of the spaces bleed out onto the sidewalk, therefore creating a 
strong interactive experience with passers by. 

03/ What type of Ground Floor facade do you 
find? What type of interactions do they allow?

The commercial sites, as mentioned are extremely open, and 
therefore quite public in nature. This therefore allows for an 
interesting and dynamic interaction on the thresholds.

A y a  Ta k l a  z 5 0 2 3 1 9 5

Threshold 
typologies

LayersFocus areaAuthor

Joanne Feng sidewalk/road
facade
in/out threshold

planned
modified
activities 
users

Phnom Penh

Data
diagrams

Critical
response

City

Section | Section | 

Section | Section | 

Section | Section | 

Through the inspection of these thresholds and  their in-
tended interaction within the physical structure they can be 
categorised into three basic interactions of commerce, ap-
preciation and viewing. There is a distinct sense of layering 
within the space which changes the spatial experience 
from being completely immersive to creating a space that 
plays with the boundaries of inside and out or to a space 
that is completely poured onto the street. Through the rig-
orous exploration of cafe thresholds it could be said that 
presently a high level of experimentation is occuring at the 
threshold; users have pushed these bounds and have de-
fined these spaces through their own personal preferences 
that are begining to express their own sense of poetry and 
identity. A noticeable pattern is occuring whereby there 
is an apparent sense of layering within a space and how 
users have manipulated a threshold in order to the push 
the boundaries of an interior and exterior.

level of porosity
physical threshold
obstructions to visibility

IMMERSIVE SPATIAL THRESHOLD DISTINCT INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR BOUNDARY

BLURRING BETWEEN INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

THE TYPOLOGY IS  BROUGHT TO THE EXTERIOR 

THE USE OF OBJECTS IN ORDER TO DEFINE A 
NEW THRESHOLD

CLEAR DISTINCTION OF BOUNDARIES 
YET THERE IS CONNECTION TO THE OUTSIDE

Interior Exterior

Locat ion of  sales

P h y s i c a l  n a t u r e  o f 
T h r e s h o l d s

Interact ions

Size of

Threshold

Commerce Appreciation Viewing

Section | Preah Ang Eng (St:13) | 

Samsung shop | 2:00pm

Section | Oknha In (St:136) | 

Electronics shop, food stall & Parking |12:30pm

Section | Dekcho Damdin (St:154) | Closed 
Restaurant & Lunch Stall |10:30am 

Section | Preah Ang Eng (St:13) | Toy shop | 12:00pm Section | Preah Ang Eng (St:13) | Grocer, Sunglass stall 

& Tuk Tuk stand| 11:30am

Section | Preah Ang Duong Blvd (St:100) | 

Kemer Restaurant with Private Parking |12:30pm

LayersFocus areaAuthor

Cheree Richardson sidewalk/road
facade
in/out threshold

planned
modified
activities 
users

Phnom Penh

Data
diagram

Critical
response

City

threshold
Typology

Solid 
Threshold
Extension #1
Extension #2

0                 1                2               3

U
se

 &
 A

llo
ca

tio
n

Thresholds 
*per shop house

Parking

Retail

Food

Private
residence

• Observations into intended interactions across 
each threshold typology indicated four main 
types of layouts; singular, duo, multi and private. 
With this, interaction between consumers and 
each shop house differed. 

• Shop houses that extended beyond the interior 
threshold to the street boundary, proved to be 
more appealing as apposed to those set further 
back into the interior. Perhaps for the obvious 
reason of having attractive products closer to 
view & reach, but also, it semmed the more 
products a shop had to display, the more interest 
it would receive.

• Some exceptions included restaurants of 
popularity (See: Khmer Restaurant), which 
despite  being placed further back from the 
exterior threshold, and confined entry space, still 
had consumers queuing where possible. 

• Due to the lack of privacy, the shop houses which 
shared multiple stores with little to no barriers 
between them such as walls or curtains, showed 
a greater sense of neighborly gestures between 
the shop owners. Interestingly, these shops also 
proved to be more popular too, despite being 
aesthetically hard to differentiate.  
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Essential reading 

1 Maltby,Elliott+ Nandan, Gita. The Field Guide to Fences. Jan 2017
https://nextcity.org/features/view/nyc-field-guide-fences-public-space

2 "Control architectures, Jittery enclaves, Passage point urbanism' (pp99-109) 
Graham, Stephen. Cities Under Seige. Verso. New York. 2011

3 Sperber, Elliot. 'The Concept of the Wall.' Roar Magazine. Issue 4. Nov 2017.
https://roarmag.org/magazine/the-concept-of-the-wall/

Elevations x3

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Fence - form, details, open v solid
 · Building behind fence
 · Human figure - relation to fence
 · Eye height reference lines

Infographic  x1
 · Fence typologies (physical features)
 · Porosity levels (% open, ability to look through, 

over, around, ...)
 · Building function

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What relationships can you find between the 
porosity of the fence and the building function?

OBSERVATION 1: 
FENCE POROSITY

Focus points 
 · Level of porosity 
 · Fence + building function
 · Fence + human body

Field of view: several fences in a row

Repeat in:
Locations  x3 (2-3 fences/location)
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned 
  Modified 
  Users/Activity  

Process   
1: Observe many fence thresholds
2: Collect data on level of porosity and 
building function
3: Draw fence and building behind
4: Show human figure for scale
5: Highlight comparisons in  infographic
6: Present fences that exemplify findings

Private public 
threshold

THEME 5 THE POROUS CITY:

PRIVATE PUBLIC FENCE THRESHOLDS

?Vital streets support interactions across the thresholds of private and public 
space. In increasingly privatised societies how can the fence be re imagined to 
support activities beyond the blocking of access?

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE
scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook. final 
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity

LayersFocus areaAuthor

sidewalk/road
facade
in/out threshold

planned
modified
activities 
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FENCE POROSITY

Elevation | 1pm | Houston Rd | Sunny

SydneyBrooke Saide

Height and materiality play a large role in 
displaying the building function/purpose 
connected to a fence. It’s a display of the need 
for security and identity, but also a display of 
wealth/possessions that needs to be guarded and 
protected. A fence that encloses a childcare centre 
shows the mark of time and how the fence has 
grown; laying bricks upon the original to create 
more height and then metal bars on top to ensure 
the purpose and users of the space are protected 
and looked after. If the site is bigger and higher 
than a standard storey, there is the increased need 
to have a fence protects it - be that through depth, 
height or density of material. In some cases, the 
fence is purely demarcation, but for the majority, 
there is an obvious need to ‘fence off’ and mark a 
separation between public and private - especially 
in a wealth and prestigious dwelling.
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Visual Card Data Card
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Elevations x6

Scale: 1:50 (show a portion of fence)

Show:
 · Portion of fence - form, details, materiality
 · High level of detail

Infographic x1
 · Fence typologies (physical features)
 · Components (shapes, patterns, materials..)
 · Drivers behind fence details (security, status, 

ownership, decor, identity, demarcate...)
 · Planned parts vs Modifications

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
How do fence details relate to potential ‘drivers’?

OBSERVATION 2: 
FENCE TYPOLOGIES

Focus points 
 · Fence typologies
 · Key fence details
 · Drivers behind fence details

Field of view: single fences
  portion of fence

Repeat in:
Locations  x6 
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
  

Process   
1: Observe many fences
2: Collect data on key types/components
3: Draw fences in detail
4: Highlight comparisons in  infographic 
5: Present fences that best exemplify findings

OBSERVATION 3
FENCE ACTIVITIES

Focus points 
 · Fence functions: planned vs incidental
 · Fence + activities hosted

Field of view: single fences
  area inside + outside

Repeat in:
Locations  x3
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  
   

Process   
1: Observe many fences
2: Collect data on activity on/around fence 
3: Draw fence in section and elevation 
4: Draw activity as objects/people
5: Highlight comparisons in infographic
5: Present fences that best exemplify findings

Infographic x1 
 · Fence (physical features)
 · Activities hosted (sit, hang, rest coffee...)
 · Quantities of activities

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
How do the physical features of the fence 
support the planned and incidental activities you 
have observed?

Plans x3 Elevations x3

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Fence - major components
 · Area inside and outside of fence
 · Activities on and around fence - people/

objects/modifications
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Security Focused

Identity Focused

When moving from Private to Public 
thresholds of a property, the elements of 
fences in the Phnom Penh area highlights 
the shift from securing site to demonstrating 
a properties’ identity.  As in Sydney, many 
elements of fences have a similar visual 
representations to communicate whether 
the space wishes to remain private and 
enclosed. On top of that, individual identity 
is layered on top and depending upon 
the typology the fences ‘security’ role can 
begin to dissolve. What’s interesting in 
Phnom Penh and its looser privatisation of 
properties is how the fence begins to shift 
function, illustrated in many ‘fences’ in 
commercial (public) domains being made 
up of objects rather than solid structures.

1 | Multi Residential | Back Street 2 | Residential | Side Street 3 | Construction Site | Main Road

 4 | Residential | Main Road 5 | School | Main Road 6 | Bank | Main Road

 7 | Community Centre | Main Road 8 | Pagoda | Main Road 9 | Not For Profit Centre | Main Road

 10 | Restaurant | Side Road 11 | Cafe | Main Road 12 | Retail | Main Road
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Role of Fence in Private to Public Typology |
How fences transition between securing space to distinguishing space 
as the typology changes from Private to Public. 
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thresholds of a property, the elements of 
fences in the Phnom Penh area highlights 
the shift from securing site to demonstrating 
a properties’ identity.  As in Sydney, many 
elements of fences have a similar visual 
representations to communicate whether 
the space wishes to remain private and 
enclosed. On top of that, individual identity 
is layered on top and depending upon 
the typology the fences ‘security’ role can 
begin to dissolve. What’s interesting in 
Phnom Penh and its looser privatisation of 
properties is how the fence begins to shift 
function, illustrated in many ‘fences’ in 
commercial (public) domains being made 
up of objects rather than solid structures.
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TECHNICAL TIPS

DIGITAL SUBMISSIONS

WHERE TO UPLOAD

MOODLE submission folder 
0 marks awarded without digital submission

DEADLINE 
5pm on the day following assessment

FILE FORMAT (MAX 75MB) 

x1 InDesign file 
‘Package’ InDesign file (file_package) 
Compress (zip) 

x1 PDF file (no JPG) 
Export file as ‘high quality print’
Combine all pages into one file

DRAWING, SCANNING, 
EDITING PROCESS

GETTING THE BEST OUT OF YOUR 
DRAWINGS

1. Draw in Sketchbook (you may have to repeat 
the drawing several times) 

2. Scan as 'COLOUR' image at 200DPI

3. Edit drawings in Adobe Illustrator or Adobe 
Photoshop

4. To clean up drawing
-manipulate 'levels' or 'curves'
-select all white background and delete
-copy base drawing and set to 'multiply'

5. Create data diagrams in Adobe Illustrator or 
Adobe InDesign (vector based software). Use your 
sketches.

USING INDESIGN CARD 
TEMPLATE

1. Unzip file
2. Open InDesign folder_Document fonts
3. Copy ALL fonts into the fonts folder of 
InDesign (in 'program files' on PC)
4. Open InDesign file
5. To add images: File_Place
6. To edit text: Double click and edit
7. Fill in all required information (city, 
location, layers, name etc)

ONLINE SUPPORT

STUDENT WORK, PRECEDENTS, ARTICLES

www.streetlifestudies.wordpress.com

Pinterest: 
EvaEspostoLloyd | Giacomo Butte
'Urban Interventions'
'Infographic'
'Visualisation'
'Mapping'

Twitter #streetlifestudies

Instagram #streetlifestudies
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RESOURCES

See moodle for required readings

Observing place
Christopher Alexander. A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction .Oxford University Press. 1977
Gehl, Jan. Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space. Van Nostrand Rehinhold Company. New York. 2011
Gehl, Jan. Svarre, Birgitte How to study public Life, Island Press 2013
Lynch, Kevin. The Image of the City. Cambridge MA: MIT Press. 1960
Venturi, Robert, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour.Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form. Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1977
Gehl, Jan,Lotte Johansen Kaefer, SolvejgReigstad. Close encounters with buildings. Urban Design International. Palgrave Macmillan Limited. 2006
Gehl, Jan. Cities for People.Island Press. Washington. 2010.
Goffman, Irving. Behaviour in Public places: notes on the social organisation of gatherings. The Free Press. New York. 1963
Corner, James.The Agency of Mapping Cosgrove, Denis.Mappings.The University of Chicago Press. 1999

Whyte, William. The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces  www.vimeo.com/111488563
Hustwit, Gary. Urbanized http://www.hustwit.com/category/urbanized/
Jaime Lerner, A song of the city www.ted.com/talks/jaime_lerner_sings_of_the_city?language=en
Ian Gehl, Cities for people: lecture, www.youtube.com/watch?v=KL_RYm8zs28
Dalsgaard, Andreas M. The Human Scale.Madman Entertainment. 2012.
Oculus Book Talk: Jan Gehl and Birgitte Svarre, How to Study Public Life - 2.05.14,  https://vimeo.com/86151838

Streets
Donald Appleyard. Livable Streets.University of California Press. 1982
Allan B. Jacobs. Great streets. Cambridge, MA : MIT Press, 1995.   

Urban Design
Michael Larice and Elizabeth Macdonald Abingdon (ed). The urban design reader .Oxon ; New York : Routledge, 2013
Allan Jacobs&Donald Appleyard.Towards an urban design manifesto.  Journal of the American Planning Association Volume 53, Issue 1, 1987
Rossi, Aldo. The Architecture of the City.MIT Press. Cambridge. 1982

Urban interventions
www.tacticalurbanismguide.com
Legge, Kylie. Doing it Differently: Urban Trends.  Place Partners. 2012.
Neil Brenner, Is “Tactical Urbanism” an Alternative to Neoliberal Urbanism?  http://post.at.moma.org

Project precedents
urbanrepairs.blogspot.com
www.bricoleurbanism.org
www.architectureandurbanism.blogspot.com.au
www.formfollowsbehavior.com
www.theuglyindian.com
www.esterni.org/eng/home
www.constructlab.net
http://basurama.org/proyectos/

Phnom Penh
Tudehope, Marcus. A tale of Two Cities: a review of the development paradigm in Phnom Penh. SahmakumTeangTnaut. Aug 2012.
Sereypagna, Pen. McGrath, Brian. Genealogy of Urban Form: Phnom Penh. Lumhor. 2012
Heng Chye Kiang, Low Boon Liang with HeeLimin (ed). On Asian streets and public space : selected essays from Great Asian Streets Symposiums (GASS) 
1 & 2.Published for Centre for Advanced Studies in Architecture, Dept. of Architecture, National University of Singapore [by] Ridge Books, [2010].
Blancot, Christiane ed. Phnom Penh :Croissance et Transformation. Paris : Atelier parisiend’urbanisme, c2009.
Daravuth, Ly and Ingrid Muaned,”Cultures of Independence, An introduction to Cambodian Arts and Culture in the 1950s and 1960s”. The Reyum Institute 
of Arts and Culture, Phnom Penh, 2001.
Molyvann, Vann. Modern Khmer Cities. Phnom Penh, Cambodia :Reyum ; [Chicago, IL?] : Sales and distribution, USA, Art Media Resources, c2003.
Grant Ross, Helen  and Darryl Leon Collins. Building Cambodia: ‘New Khmer Architecture’ 1953-1970 Bangkok: The Key Publisher, 2006.
Osborne, Milton. Phnom Penh: A Cultural History. Oxford University Press, 2008.
Osborne, Milton. The Mekong: Turbulent Past, Uncertain Future. Atlantic Monthly Press, 2000.
Ponder, H. W. Cambodian glory; the mystery of the deserted Khmer cities and their vanished splendour; and a description of life in Cambodia today. 
London, T. Butterworth, ltd. [1936]
Wong, Tai-Chee  and Jonathan Rigg ed. Asian Cities, Migrant Labor and Contested Spaces. London ; New York : Routledge, 2011.
Phnom Penh :développementurbain et patrimoine / Ministère de la Culture, département des affaires internationales, Atelier parisiend’urbanisme. Paris : 
Atelier parisiend’urbanisme, 1997.
Phnom Penh à l’aube du XXIesiècle : contributions à la définition de quelquesprojets pour l’amélioration des conditions de la vie urbaine.
Phnom Penh : Bureau des affaires urbaines ; Paris : Atelier parisiend’urbanisme ; Venice : Direzionecentralesviluppo del territorio e mobilità], 2003.
https://cityofwater.wordpress.com/
www.lumhor.org
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EQUIPMENT

bring your sketchbook everywhere, everyday.
this will be supplied on Day 1 (approx $20)

pens, pencils, markers.different colours, 
different thickness. 

tracing paper A4. to layer in sketchbook.

laser, tape measure, scale ruler for checks.

it can be useful to take pictures or short videos
to support your drawings

you will need your laptop in sydney and phnom penh (with Adobe suite).

sun hat, long sleeved clothes, sunscreen, water.

dengue is prevalent in phnom penh. long light sleeved clothes. repellant with deet.

always work with a partner. 
be cautious with traffic, systems vary.
keep personal belongings close (or at home)

be respectful at all times, we are guests.
 

SKETCHBOOK

SKETCHING TOOLS

TRACE PAPER

MEASURING 
TOOLS

CAMERA

LAPTOP

SUN PROTECTION

MOSQUITO 
PROTECTION

SAFETY

RESPECT
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ADMINISTRATION

Course Improvement and Feedback

Periodically, student feedback on the course is gathered using, among other means, UNSW’s MyExperience. Student feedback is taken seriously and 
continual improvements are made to the course based on such feedback. In response to feedback, this year’s course will extend the Sydney component 
as a means of allowing time to hone new skills. Alongside this, the course will end in Phnom Penh rather than upon return to Sydney. In addition, further 
support in the form of workshops, will be given to technical skills in hand drawing and digital programs. Finally, course processes and rationales will be 
further clarified and emphasised at the beginning of the course.

 
Administrative Matters

The Built Environment Protocols and UNSW Policies & Procedures document supplements this course outline providing detail on academic policies and 
other administrative matters. It is your duty as a student to familiarise yourself with the policies and guidelines as not adhering to them will be considered 
as academic misconduct. Ignorance of the rules is not an acceptable defence.

The document can be found in your Moodle course as well as:
https://intranet.be.unsw.edu.au/student/be-learning-teaching/academic-policies 

It covers:
• Built Environment Student Attendance Requirements
• Units of Credit (UOC) and Student Workload
• myExperience Course and Teaching Evaluation
• Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
• Late Submissions Penalties
• Special Consideration - Illness & Misadventure
• Extension of Deadlines
• Learning Support Services
• Policies and Procedures for Research Candidates  
• Health & Safety

International travel

UNSW has several travel guideline documents, as follows

All students are required to create a profile and register their international travel arrangements into the MyTrips portal. A MyTrips User Guide is available 
on the Finance Travel Safety website. Pre Departure information is available at UNSW International Centre – Preparing to go Abroad. 

All students must register with MyTrips before departing:
https://www.fin.unsw.edu.au/Insurance/MyTrips.html

Please read the following international travel documents before departing:
http://www.international.unsw.edu.au/media/uploads/file/2013/03/25/UNSW_Student_Travel_Safety_Guidelines_.pdf
https://student.unsw.edu.au/globaltutorial
https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/travelprocedure.pdf

Please read the following field work document before departing:
https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/HS406.pdf
students will be asked to submit several risk assessment forms.

UNSW provides travel insurance to cover students:
https://www.fin.unsw.edu.au/files/Insurance/student_travel_faq.pdf

Students will be required to meet on a set date at a predetermined location. This will be advised verbally and via email.

Flights are to be fully organised and booked by students. The convener will offer suggestions.

An accommodation suggestion will be provided by the convener. For logistics, students are asked to book here or within close (walkable) proximity. 
Frangipani Villa Royal Palace.

A tourist VISA is required to enter Cambodia. This can be pre-bought online or directly at the airport.
https://www.evisa.gov.kh/ContactInformation.aspx

Consider vaccinations when travelling to Cambodia, 4-6 weeks BEFORE flying. Discuss specific requirements with your travel doctor. http://wwwnc.cdc.
gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/cambodia

Travel insurance with emergency airlift cover highly recommended.






















































































